
VERB BE SWITCHIT: DOWNLOAD SET

Ideas for using these cards:
1. Give your students some cards and have them write statements and Q & A in their notebooks.

2. Use a single card and play "last man standing" students in a group make as many different statements 
as possible, using the correct form of the verb and chain the sentences to together, e.g., "The mouse is in 
bed." "The mouse is sick." "The mouse is suffering from insomnia." "The mouse is trying to sleep." Etc. 
With this card no negative statements are allowed.

3. Print out 2 sets of cards and play pairs game and slam games. In pairs, as in Kim's Game, students 
make statements each time a card is displayed or chosen. In a slam game the teacher of student holds on 
set of cards and the other set is face up on the table, the teacher makes a statement e.g., "The mouse is 
sick." and the card on the tabel is slammed whilst the statement is repeated. The student who slams the 
correct card picks up that card and you lay the redundant card face up on the table and continue.

4. Have students read the poster to gain a better understanding of subject pronouns and verb be. This 
poster is very useful for practising pronounciation of the contracted verbs, which are unfortunately often 
mistaught at JHS.

5. Play "Pronoun Switchit"

VERB BE SWITCHIT RULES
1.  Deal 7 cards to each player.

2.  Place the pack facedown and display top card by the pack.
 
3. Players in turn play a card matching the key word or color of the previous card and make a statement 
or question using 'be'.

4.  A special switchit card changes the color or key word of the card to be played.

5.  Players who cannot play take a card from the pack.

6.  The object of the game is to get rid of all your cards.

7.  Remove pack after a winner is found and continue playing.
 

Note that when playing the game a player can only play one card or make one play and must await his 
turn to play any card taken from the deck. Also the special Switchit card cannot be the last card played.

Printing:
I usually print backs on my cards and find that using thick inkjet paper, laminating and then cutting is the 
best way to go.

Contains:
60 different game cards
Subject pronouns with verb be poster
Special Switchit cards. I recommend that you use 8 of these cards when playing Verb Be Switchit.
Rules cards
Cover cards and Backs
A ready made set of Verb Be Switchit cards is available from David Lisgo. Please email for details. 
stedefaest@ybb.ne.jp






